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PROGRAMMA SVOLTO 

 Introductions/A new student? 

COMMUNICATION: greetings and introductions; classroom English (rules, objects, subjects and teachers); spelling; personal 

information (name and surname, age); numbers, days of the week and dates; countries and nationalities. 

GRAMMAR: Present Simple to be; subjects pronouns; verb can/can’t (permission and requests); numbers 1-100 (cardinal and 

ordinal numbers; possessive adjectives; wh-questions What? Who? Where? How? How old? When? Where … from?; prepositions 

of place/time. 

VOCABULARY: countries and nationalities; personal information; numbers; days, months and dates. 

PRONUNCIATION: the Alphabet, numbers and the stress. 

CIVILIZATION: The countries in the U.K.; European countries. 

DIALOGUES: SB p. 10 Introductions (video); p. 12 Registration for a course (and filling in a form with personal info). 

 Famous people/In the classroom 
COMMUNICATION: talking about famous people and expressing opinions; jobs; describing the classroom and locating objects; 

numbers 1-1000 and basic operations. 

GRAMMAR: articles a/an, the (or no articles); verb have/has got; possessive ‘s (Saxon Genitive); plurals; How many + plurals?; 

this, that, these, those; there is, there are; any; prepositions of place on, in, under, next to, near, behind, above, in front of, 

between; titles Mr., Miss, Mrs., Ms. 

VOCABULARY: adjectives of opinion; jobs; colours; the classroom. 

READING/LISTENING TEXT AND DIALOGUE: SB p 16 Famous People; SB p 18 In the classroom (video). 

 Describing people/My family 

COMMUNICATION: describing people and photos; the family. 

GRAMMAR: Present Simple of have got; position and order of adjectives; Saxon Genitive; possessive adjectives; How many + 

plurals?; I’m wearing … ; plurals. 

VOCABULARY: the body and physical description; clothes; the family. 

READING/LISTENING TEXTS: SB p. 22 Describing people (dialogue); SB p 24 My family (an email). 

 My music/Free time 
COMMUNICATION: talking about likes and dislikes; free-time activities; talking about favourite music, bands and singers; 

expressing agreeing and disagreeing. 

GRAMMAR: Present Simple (affirmative, 3
rd

 person singular, negative and questions with do/does, short answers); Pres. Simple 

of verb like; verbs like, listen to, love, enjoy, hate, don’t mind, can’t stand, crazy about + noun or –ing; object pronouns; verb + -

ing; so/neither. 

VOCABULARY: free-time activities, hobbies, types of music and sports; adjectives of opinion. 

READING/LISTENING TEXT AND DIALOGUES: SB p 30 My music; SB p 35 Vicky’s first day at school (listening text); SB p 

32 Free time (video). 

FILM: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (vision film in lingua inglese, schede di lavoro e slide). 

 Daily Routine/Sports 
COMMUNICATION: talking about daily routine (and frequency) and sports; telling the time; means of transport. 

GRAMMAR: Present Simple (all forms); verbs for routine, have and get, verbs play, do, go+ sports; time prepositions at, on, in; 

What time?, When?; adverbs of frequency and expressions of frequency; How often?; object pronouns; linkers first, then, after 

that, next (a sequence of actions). 

VOCABULARY: daily routine and verbs for routine; days, months, seasons and years; sports; means of transport. 

READING/LISTENING TEXTS AND DIALOGUES: SB p 38 Daily routine (video); SB p 40 Sports (school sports in the U.K. 

and PE lessons). 

 Abilities/Describing people 
COMMUNICATION: talking about abilities; describing people (personality and physical description). 

GRAMMAR: modal verb can/can’t (ability); both, neither; verbs be like and look like; adjectives and adjective order; adverb 

expressions well, at all, a bit, really well, quite well. 

VOCABULARY: abilities; body parts; personality and physical description. 

READING/LISTENING TEXTS AND DIALOGUES: SB p 46 Abilities (video); SB p 48 Describing people (Listening); A Sports 

Star (photocopy). 

 Everyday activities/Dream jobs 
COMMUNICATION: talking about actions happening now and everyday activities; jobs; talking about permanent and temporary 

activities. 

GRAMMAR: Present Continuous and –ing form; time expressions used with Present Continuous; Present Simple vs. Present 

Continuous; dynamic and stative verbs. 

VOCABULARY: everyday activities; jobs. 

READING/LISTENING TEXTS: SB p 56 Everyday activities (video); SB p 62 Work Experience and A taste of real life. 

 Outdoor activities  

COMMUNICATION: talking about on-going/temporary activities and future plans. 

GRAMMAR: Present Continuous for future plans and arrangements; would like, want to and like. 

VOCABULARY: outdoor activities; expressions with go. 
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